ADDENDUM ONE (1) TO RFP FOR:
POINT-OF-SALE (POS) SYSTEM

File no.: A19-0217

Issued: March 28, 2019

Base Bid
Please include a quote that replaces the quantity of equipment we currently have. Include a dedicated credit card processing option (this can be internal to the unit or separate hardware, but sharing among devices is not preferred) for each unit. Include the following:
- (28) hard-wired units located indoors within the concessions stand buildings (14 on each side)
- (2) hard-wired units located behind the mix position (outdoors)
- (5) inside the Mercedes Club
- (18) tablets, connected through WiFi, for use in the VIP boxes

Alternate Bid 1
Please include a quote that replaces the quantity of equipment we currently have (listed above) and offers per unit pricing for additional items. Each unit should have a dedicated credit card processing option (this can be internal to the unit or separate hardware, but sharing among devices is not preferred). Include the following:
Current:
- (28) hard-wired units located indoors within the concessions stand buildings (14 on each side)
- (2) hard-wired units located behind the mix position (outdoors)
- (5) inside the Mercedes Club
- (18) tablets, connected through WiFi, for use in the VIP boxes

Additional Units:
- Unit connected through WiFi throughout the facility at outdoor satellite stands
- Unit hard-wired throughout the facility at outdoor satellite stands

Alternate Bid 2
The Tuscaloosa Amphitheater desires to reduce our current ratio of guests to point of sale terminals, for a total of 91 terminals in the following configuration. Please include a cost for the following units, include a dedicated credit card processing option (this can be internal to the unit or separate hardware, but sharing among devices is not preferred) for each unit. Include the following:
- (28) hard-wired units located indoors within the concessions stand buildings (14 on each side)
- (10) hard-wired unit throughout the facility at satellite stands (outdoors)
- (2) hard-wired units located behind the mix position (outdoors)
- (5) units inside the Mercedes Club
• (18) tablets, connected through WiFi, for use in the VIP boxes
• (28) unit connected through WiFi throughout the facility at satellite stands

Each proposal should contain the following:
• Equipment costs
• Licensing Costs (indicate if the fee is a one time or recurring fee, and/or whether there is an option for one time or recurring)
• Installation and programming costs
• Training costs
• Any other associate costs
• Credit card processing fees

*Units locate outdoors could be moved indoors for storage

End Addendum.